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Gentlemen:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

This letter provides Gulf States Utilities Company's (GSU) response to NRo
'

Bulletin 93-03, " Resolution of Issues Related to Reactor Vessel Water Level
Instrumentation in BWRs" and Generic Letter 92-04, " Resolution of the Issues
Related to Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrumentation in BWRs Pursuant to 10
CFR 50.54 (f)."

GSU completed the short term compensatory actions as requested by the bulletin
within the time periods specified. These actions consisted of the following.

1

(a) within 15 days

1. Enhanced monitoring of all RPV level instrumentation was
established. This consisted of _ adding an ;dditional
reference leg channel to the control room instrumentation
and providing a new terminal to monitor water level signals
during shutdown sequences

2. Steps were added to the normal shutdown procedure to
_

ensure that all reference legs are. backfilled prior to going- t

below 450 psig. Additionally, operating procedures were
'

modified to -include cautions and warning statements
alerting operators to the potential- for reference leg .- !

degassing during normal shutdowns. Instructions were also-
,

0600C7 provided to direct operators to backfill a reference leg if. j
degassing effects are observed.
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3. Training was provided to all licensed operators on the !
'

potential effects of nonco.:densible gasses on reactor water i

level reference legs and the resultant effects on indicated
level. This training included review of Generic Letter 92-
04, Information Notice (IN) 92-54, IN 92-27, the BWROG :

generic safety assessment for rapid depressurizations and !

the BWROG supplementary safety assessment performed
after the WNP-2 event. ,

(b) GSU completed within the 30 day period, augmented training to ,

alert licensed operators to potentially misleading or confusing level j
indication which may occur during accident or transient conditions, ;

including loss of RPV inventory during shutdown conditions. .

GSU will install modifications to resolve the noncondensible gas induced level
errors on reactor water level instrumentation. The modifications will consist of
a core range monitor in conjunction with a permanent backfill system used on an '

intermittent basis. This combination of solutions was chosen because it resolves
'

both the rapid depressurization concern as well as the normal depressurization
anomalies experienced at WNP-2. This solution was compared to other potential ;

modifications and it was determined that this combination was optimal for River
'

Bend Station (RBS). It was also determined that portions of these modifications
may be installed while the plant is operating. The purchase of parts to support

,

these modifications should also have reasonable lead times.
,

r

GSU performed a Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) which indicated that j
installation and use of a continuous backfill system will not improve plant ,

reliability or safety. The continuous backfill rystem would reduce the core i
damage risk from transient events impacting the operators ability to diagnose and
correct a low water level condition. However, this system would also introduce .

a new failure mode to the reactor water level instrumentation, caused by loss of ''

offsite power events. The control rod drive system is lost as a result of a loss of |

offsite power. If the proposed system check valves at the pressure boundary leak,
then the reactor water level reference legs could begin to lose inventory. The
check valves are designed to prevent leakage from the reference legs during such
an event, however, there is a finite probability that they could fail (leak). The

,

net result would be erroneous level indications, similar to those induced by ;

outgassing. However, this problem could occur.without vessel depressurization,
resulting in operator errors' similar to those for transient events. The PSA.
concluded that the continuous backfill for flushing noncondensibles from water |
level reference legs is not the optimum alternative, since the core damage risk
reduction from transient events is approximately offset by the risk increase from i

loss of offsite power. .

Based on this PSA evaluation, GSU plans to install a permanent backfill' system,
to be used on an intermittent basis, and a core range monitoring system. The

,

'

core range monitor is a revised fuel zone monitor that uses a narrow range ;
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variable leg as a refen:nce leg. Use of the backfill system on an intermittent
basis to suppon plant shutdowns, combined with a core range monitoring system i

to handle the rapid depressurization concerns for post accident instrumentation,
does reducu the core damage frequency.

RBS is open to other design options, preferably passive in nature. The result may
be a long lead time modification that can eventually be used to replace the
backfill modi 6 cation. A more passive modification which meets the intent of the
bulletin may be developed and installed during a future outage in lieu of the -

backfill system if design issues can be resolved.

GSU plans to implement the described backfill modification in Spring 1994 during :
refueling outage (RF) 5. The core range monitoring modification will be installed '

during the first cold shutdown greater than 15 days after August 15,1993. These
modifications will be included with other impmvements planned for RF-5

The most reasonable modification schedule for RBS, within the constmints of
providing a quality design and safety evaluation is shown below. The dates for
specific tasks are provided to indicate estimated schedule only and may be
modified as conditions arise. -

I
- Obtain result of the BWROG / EPRI backfill test results to support

design parameters and 10CFR50.59 evaluations (ECD 8/6/93)
,

'
- Develop the design package for core mnge monitoring modification (EDC

8/4/93)
.

- Install the core range monitoring modification at first cold
shutdown greater than 15 days after August 15,1993

- Obtain GE thennal stress analysis guidelines for Class I vessel
nozzles! steam inlet piping to the condensing chambers (ECD

.,

8/13/93)

- Obtain final design guidelines from GE (ECD 8/13/93)
!
!

- Perform plant specific thermal stress analysis for RBS vessel
,

nozzles / steam inlet piping (ECD 9/10/93) !

!

- Perform RBS specific transmitter sensitivity tests using modified
shutdown level and upset level transmitters which are connected to
the condensing pot off the head vent (ECD 9/13/93) ;

- Develop backfill design change package (ECD 10/4/93) :
i

- Receive materials and parts (ECD 10/25/93)

r
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- Install as much of modification as practicable during plant
opemtions after design is completed

- Complete backfill system modification during RF-5 beginning
(March-April,1994)

GSU's position is that an emergency water level reference leg modiHcation
implemented per the schedule requested by the bulletin is not warranted for RBS
because of previously established backfill procedures and recent training
completed to raise operator awareness of the issue as described below:

- Per the RBS startup procedure, GOP-0001,ifin cold shutdown for
greater than 48 hours all four reactor water level instmmentation
reference legs are high velocity backflushed. This is done via
routine preventative maintenance tasks and Maintenance
Calibration Pmeedures (MCPS).

- All four channels of reactor water level instrumentation can be
backfilled at power using detailed MCPS.

- No level mismatches have been identified since the second
refueling outage indicating that system leakage is either very small
or at least less than the condensing rates in the chambers.

- Enhanced monitoring of reactor water level narrow range
indication has been provided in the control room by installation of
a CRT display. The resolution is much better than is provided on
the typical strip chart type recorders.

- The RBS shutdown procedure, GOP-0002, requires dedicated
monitoring of this display, as well as other leve1 indications, at
600 psig and below for identification of degassing events or
notching. If identified the affected channel will be manually
backfilled using established procedures.

- If more than one channel exhibits degassing, intentional
depressurization, as much as practicable, will be stopped until all
effected channels are backfilled.

- Procedures have been revised to alert operators of the potential for
degassing of reference legs during depressurizations during normal
shutdowns. The procedures affected are Residual Heat Removal
Systems, SOP-0031, and Normal Shutdown, GOP-0002.

- All licensed operators have been trained on the degassing
phenomena, the WNP-2 incident that demonstrated normal
depressurization degassing events, the BWROG generic safety
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assessment concerning rapid depressurizations and the supplement
to that safety assessment for slow depressurizations, RPV
inventory loss scenarios in relation to the water level indication
anomalies, accident level monitoring techniques as suggested by j4

the BWROG Emergency Procedures Committee video tape, ;

Information Notice (IN) 92-54, Generic Letter 92-04, IN 93-27
'

and Bulletin 93-03. j

RBS has ensured operator training and awareness of RPV level indication i

anomalies that can result from noncondensible gas induced errors. Consequently >

RBS plans to operate until Spring of 1994 and at that time install a quality
engineered design change package developed and evaluated in accordance with ,

10CFR50.59. Also, in order to ensure that this modification does not introduce 4

any unforeseen conditions, RBS plans to test and evaluate as many potential off-
'

normal and transient conditions as possible prior to installation of this ;
modification. |

'

Sincemly,

.f N

J.E. Booker :
Manager- Safety Assessment |
and Quality Verification
River Bend Nuclear Group

'

g
| e6 y

DNL/[RH/ NLLD/\y S/kvm
'

Affidavit Attached '

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission _;

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
.

!Arlington, TX 76011

NRC Resident Inspector
P.O. Box 1051 '

St. Francisville, LA 70775
;

i
Mr. E.T. Baker '

M/S OWFN 13-H-15 ;

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission i

Washington, D.C. 20555 :

,

g:\lic\wjs\ level 3. doc '
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

STATE OF LOUISIANA ) ,

!

PARISH OF WEST FELICIANA )
Docket No. 50-458

In the Matter of )

GULF STATES UTILITIES COMPANY )

(River Bend Station - Unit 1) ;

i

AFFIDAVIT

J. E. Booker, being duly sworn, states that he is a Manager-
,

Safety Assessment and Quality Verification for Gulf States
Utilities Company; that he is authorized on the part of said
company to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission the '

documents attached hereto; and that all such documents are true and
correct to the best of'his knowledge, information and belief.

.i
,

/ . F. &&
f3. E. Booker

i
|

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public in and for |

and Parish above named, this MON day of ithe
O. Sate 19 /3 . My Commission expires with Life.'

. ,

9 0

00 an a'E J, |41Ld
Claudia F. Hurst
Notary Public in and for 1

West Feliciana Parish, Louisiana-
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